The radiatively-induced splitting of masses in electroweak multiplets is relevant for both collider phenomenology and dark matter. Precision two-loop corrections of O(MeV) to the triplet mass splitting in the wino limit of the minimal supersymmetric standard model can affect particle lifetimes by up to 40%. We improve on previous two-loop self-energy calculations for the wino model by obtaining consistent input parameters to the calculation via two-loop renormalisation-group running, and including the effect of finite light quark masses. We also present the first two-loop calculation of the mass splitting in an electroweak fermionic quintuplet, corresponding to the viable form of minimal dark matter (MDM). We place significant constraints on the lifetimes of the charged and doubly-charged fermions in this model. We find that the two-loop mass splittings in the MDM quintuplet are not constant in the large-mass limit, as might naively be expected from the triplet calculation. This is due to the influence of the additional heavy fermions in loop corrections to the gauge boson propagators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter as the lightest component of an electroweak multiplet remains a viable explanation for the observed relic abundance. One feature of this type of dark matter model is the potential for a striking signature in the form of a disappearing charged track in a collider experiment. This is due to an order 100 MeV radiativelyinduced mass difference between the neutral multiplet component, and the heavier charged components. The exact length of such a track is extremely sensitive to the value of this mass difference.
At the lowest order (tree level) in perturbation theory, all components of an electroweak multiplet have the same mass. After electroweak symmetry breaking, radiative corrections from massive gauge bosons push the physical masses of the charged components slightly above that of the neutral component [1, 2] . In many phenomenological studies, a one-loop calculation of this mass splitting is sufficient to give reasonable constraints on physical observables. However, as we will show, due to the strong dependence on the mass splitting, two-loop corrections can result in up to a 40% change in the lifetime of a charged multiplet component, and should be included when comparing theory with experiment.
Here we compute two-loop mass splittings for two phenomenologically-relevant electroweak multiplets. The first is the wino in the minimal model of R-parity conserving supersymmetry, a fermionic electroweak triplet. We focus specifically on the scenario where the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is a pure wino (neutralino), corresponding to the neutral component of the triplet, and the rest of the supersymmetric spectrum is sufficiently massive to be decoupled. In this case, the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) is also a pure wino (chargino), corresponding to the charged component of the triplet. In this limit, a wino of mass ∼3 TeV would give the correct relic abundance [3, 4] . This model and the radiatively-induced mass splitting have been studied extensively, including calculation of radiative corrections to the mass splitting at two-loop order [5] [6] [7] . We refine the existing calculations by treating light quarks as massive, and by using input parameters computed using a full model spectrum. We compare to existing results based on massless light quarks and simple threshold corrections.
The second model that we consider is the minimal dark matter (MDM; [8, 9] ) fermionic quintuplet. In general, MDM refers to a class of dark matter models, each consisting of the SM plus a different electroweak multiplet with some minimal set of quantum numbers and charges under the SM gauge groups. Most models in this class have been ruled out [10] , although the fermionic quintuplet with zero hypercharge is still viable. This model has a weakly-interacting massive particle, which for a mass of ∼9 TeV gives the expected dark matter relic abundance [9, 11] . This model is also favoured because it stabilises the electroweak vacuum [12] by increasing the running of the electroweak gauge coupling. Although this results in the model becoming non-perturbative at a lower scale than the SM, it at least remains perturbative until only a few orders of magnitude below the Planck scale [13] . The quintuplet contains neutral, charged and doubly-charged components. This is the first two-loop calculation of the splitting between the masses of these components.
The proper lifetime of a charged component, τ , which we will express in units of (mm/c), is on the order of nanoseconds to picoseconds for the models considered here. This corresponds to disappearing track lengths on the millimetre to centimetre scale, or more precisely about 6 cm [7] for the wino limit of the MSSM. This is the motivation for many disappearing-track searches [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Searches with the ATLAS [20] and CMS [21] detectors have excluded wino dark matter up to masses of 270 GeV and 260 GeV respectively. It has been estimated that arXiv:1712.00968v2 [hep-ph] 1 Apr 2018 a future 100 TeV collider could discover pure wino dark matter up to masses of 3 TeV [22, 23] .
Similar search strategies can be applied to the MDM model. In Ref. [24] , 8 TeV ATLAS and CMS results were used to exclude masses below 267 GeV and 293 GeV for the neutral components of Majorana and Dirac fermionic quintuplets, respectively. The same paper also estimated that with a 14 TeV high-luminosity LHC run, Majorana MDM with a mass of up to 524 GeV could be discovered, as could Dirac MDM with a mass of up to 599 GeV.
The calculation of two-loop radiative corrections is a computationally challenging task, which has been significantly simplified with the introduction of modern tools. Even at the most rudimentary level, determining all possible topologies is non-trivial, let alone simplifying and evaluating the resulting integrals. Fortunately, FeynArts [25] , FeynCalc [26, 27] , TARCER [28] , FIRE [29] , FeynHelpers [30] and TSIL [31] have made each step of this process far more achievable than in the past.
The computational difficulty of the two-loop mass calculation is significantly greater for the MDM quintuplet model than for a triplet, due to the ∼300 additional amplitudes that must be considered compared to the triplet. We overcome this by using a new computational framework that is almost completely automated. This framework eventually makes the generalisation from a triplet to quintuplet trivial, and in future can be extended to make two-loop calculations achievable with even more diagrams.
Although precision two-loop self-energy corrections are essential for accurately constraining the lifetimes of charged multiplet components, the values of the input parameters used for these calculations are equally important. Due to the scale dependence of parameters in perturbative quantum field theory, all quantities entering into a precision mass calculation are subject to potentially large uncertainties.
Computing all masses and couplings in a perturbative quantum field theory such as the MSSM is rather involved. The physical masses must be correctly matched to corresponding running masses, which depend on the renormalisation scale. Similarly, the couplings, which appear in the Lagrangian of the theory, are scale-dependent quantities. Because different quantities of the calculation are defined at different scales, threshold corrections must be applied to match some low-energy theory, such as QCD, to the high energy theory of interest, such as the MSSM. In our example, input parameters such as the running masses of the light quarks and leptons are defined in the low-energy effective QCD theory, but we are interested in determining the values of running parameters at some higher scale Q, so that we can use them as inputs to our two-loop self-energy calculations for the electroweak multiplet components. To achieve this, it is necessary to numerically solve a set of ordinary differential renormalisation-group equations (RGEs) with boundary conditions defined across a hierarchy of scales, and perform the appropriate matching.
Spectrum generators are software packages that are designed to do all this in a consistent and precise way. A number exist for the MSSM [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . There are also packages intended to compute precision masses for specific states, such as FeynHiggs [38] and SUSYHD [39] , which compute Higgs masses. However, these packages are hardcoded to a specific model, and a specific parameterisation of that model. In this paper, we consider both a specific limit of the MSSM, and a non-supersymmetric theory. We therefore use tools that can create a spectrum generator from a Lagrangian, providing a consistent approach across both models. A major part of computing a spectrum is obtaining the analytical forms of the RGE equations and the radiatively-corrected masses, threshold and tadpole corrections. It is then the part of the spectrum generator to use numerical techniques to solve and evaluate those functions. We use SARAH [40] [41] [42] [43] to produce two-loop RGEs and one-loop masses and threshold corrections, and then use FlexibleSUSY [44, 45] to generate a spectrum generator for the MDM and MSSM models. We link the spectrum generator to our self-energy calculations, in order to provide precision running masses and couplings as inputs to our two-loop mass-splitting calculations.
In Section II of this paper, we define and detail the models that we investigate. We then describe our calculation methods in Section III, our results in Section IV, and summarise in Section V. We give explicit expressions for the one-loop self energies and counter-term couplings required for computing two-loop mass splittings in Appendix A.
II. MODELS AND PARAMETERS
A. The wino limit of the MSSM In the wino limit of the MSSM, all supersymmetric particles except the lightest neutralino and chargino decouple from physics at the weak scale. This corresponds to M 2 M 1 , M 3 , µ. This implies that gv M 1 , µ, making the lightest neutralino and chargino mass eigenstates pure winos. Together, they constitute an SU (2) L triplet χ with hypercharge Y = 0, coupled to the SM via the electroweak sector. The M S renormalised Lagrangian is
where L SM is the SM Lagrangian,M is the degenerate M S tree-level mass of the triplet and / D is the SU (2) L covariant derivative. Expanding out the covariant derivative gives
The triplet therefore couples to the SM via the electroweak gauge bosons only. It is clear that at tree level, the charged and neutral components have the same mass, M . We will express the physical masses of the neutral and charged components as M 0 pole and M + pole respectively. When implementing the electroweak triplet in SARAH model files, we express it in matrix form:
B. The electroweak quintuplet
In the remaining viable version of MDM, a fermionic SU (2) L quintuplet χ with hyper-charge Y = 0 is coupled to the SM via the SU (2) L gauge sector. Analogous to the triplet case, the Lagrangian is
where / D is the SU (2) L covariant derivative andM is the M S renormalised tree-level quintuplet mass. Expanding the SU (2) L covariant derivative / D, we obtain the interaction terms
As with the triplet, the quintuplet couples only to the photon and W and Z bosons at tree level. We will express the physical masses of the neutral, charged and doubly-charged components as M respectively. For implementing the quintuplet χ in a SARAH model file, we express it in tensor representation as [46] 
where the relative signs are chosen such that χ is isospin self-conjugate [47] . In this representation the mass term is given by
C. Input parameters
In this paper, we use a fully-computed model spectrum to obtain the input parameters for our self-energy calculations. To generate the spectrum, we therefore require [48] . We quantify the parametric sensitivity of the mass splitting to each of these uncertainties by varying one parameter at a time, and holding the rest fixed. We show the results of this exercise in Table II , at a phenomenologically relevant value of the degenerate mass for each model. The renormalisation scale Q is an important input parameter in our calculation. This is the scale to which all mass parameters and couplings are run, and where the self energies, and subsequent pole mass, are evaluated. The range of this parameter should reflect the scale of missing logarithmic corrections in the calculation, which are of the form log(m/Q) for some mass m. When using a non-iterative method for computing the multiplet mass splitting, we find that the dominant missing logarithmic corrections come from masses near the electroweak scale. Contributions from the multiplet itself, with masses around the TeV scale, are cancelled. See Ref. [49] for a detailed discussion. Therefore, for this study it is sufficient to vary the renormalisation scale around the mass of the top quark. We therefore choose the range m t /2 ≤ Q ≤ 2m t .
III. METHOD
To determine the mass splitting we must compute the physical, or pole, masses of the multiplet components to a fixed order in perturbation theory. The definition of a pole mass is the complex pole of the two-point propagator, which for a fermion has a denominator given by the one-particle irreducible effective two-point function
Here p µ is the four-momentum of the particle,M is the tree-level M S mass and
, is in general a function of the renormalisation scale and any relevant masses or couplings in the theory. We will expand the self energy up to second order in a perturbation parameter α, for a twoloop result.
The pole mass is obtained by demanding Γ 2 = 0. This can be achieved by setting p 2 = M 2 pole (and / p = M pole ), and solving the resulting implicit expression for the pole mass
Solving (9) iteratively results in unwanted scaledependent logarithms. Alternatively, one can take advantage of the perturbative nature of this expression to write down an explicit result for the pole mass that preserves a fortunate cancellation of the scale-dependent logarithms. Working to the two-loop order, this expression is
where
. For a full review of this method and the implications of the iterative procedure see Ref. [49] .
For this study we use the Feynman-'t Hooft (ξ = 1) gauge for all calculations. One-loop mass splittings computed in the Landau (ξ = 0), Feynman-'t Hooft (ξ = 1) and Fried-Yennie (ξ = 3) gauges can also be found in Ref. [49] .
In the wino limit of the MSSM there are about 200 two-loop diagrams, and about 500 for the MDM quintuplet model. The generic two-loop topologies are given in Figures 1 and 2 , and counter-term diagrams of two-loop order in Figure 3 . We determine the counter-term couplings from the one-loop self energies of the electroweak gauge bosons and electroweak multiplets.
A. Details of self-energy calculation
In this subsection, we describe our automated process for calculating self-energies at two loops.
A complete self-energy calculation (at any order) requires the construction of a symbolic amplitude, followed by its numerical evaluation. In general, interfaces between tools are sufficient for generating symbolic amplitudes at both one and two-loop level. For one-loop calculations, the evaluation step can be performed with various existing tools: FeynHelpers [27] provides analytic one-loop amplitudes for this purpose, and other codes do this by making use of the LoopTools package [50] (e.g. SARAH [43] interfaced to either SPheno [51] or Flexible-SUSY [44, 45] ).
The interface between the tools available for generic two-loop calculations is only complete up to the stage of the symbolic amplitude. The necessary conversions exist between FeynArts, FeynCalc and TARCER, but the final step of numerical evaluation requires significant user intervention. The TSIL library provides numerical, and in some cases analytical, solutions for the basis integrals that appear in two-loop self-energies. However, in order to make use of these, one must construct a C ++ interface to call the TSIL libraries and then use them to evaluate the amplitudes. Although the TSIL functions are extremely user-friendly, making use of them from a symbolic Mathematica expression provided by one of the other tools is highly non-trivial. There is therefore no automated method for obtaining numerical implementations of two-loop amplitudes. Given that there can be hundreds or even thousands of such amplitudes, this makes the final step of the calculation an arduous process. By completely automating the generation of this C ++ interface with a new software framework, we have been able to dramatically simplify the process of computing two-loop self energies. This framework has already been used to generate two-loop amplitudes used in Ref. [49] .
Our method also makes it possible to split the calculation of many loop diagrams into manageable pieces. Simultaneously computing O(10) different amplitudes (of distinctly different masses and/or topologies) with symbolic tools like FeynCalc takes an extremely long time, as FeynCalc attempts to symbolically simplify the amplitudes. On the other hand, keeping track of all terms on a diagram-by-diagram basis is a serious task by any manual or even semi-automated method. By completely automating the whole process, we are instead able to keep track of all terms, and simply evaluate them independently and numerically. On a modest computing setup, this is the only way to obtain a result in a feasible timeframe without additional user intervention.
We calculate the amplitudes either one diagram at a time, or in selected groups, using FeynArts, FeynCalc and FIRE, run from C ++ via the Wolfram Symbolic Transfer Protocol (WSTP). We decompose the resultant symbolic amplitudes into lists of coefficients to be applied to basis integrals, and keep a master list of all the basis integrals required.
The algorithm begins by evaluating the finite part of the amplitude A. It then computes the coefficients {C 1 , C 2 , . . .} of every possible basis integral {B 1 , B 2 , . . .}. For the non-zero C i , it then constructs a trial amplitude of the form and checks the difference A − A trial for the presence of basis integrals with non-zero coefficients, in order to identify any cross-terms that have been double-counted in the first step. From the set of basis integrals {B i , B j , . . .} with non-zero coefficients at this stage, the algorithm then creates new 'compound basis integrals' B ij = B i B j , and presents them to Mathematica as unified objects. We can then instruct Mathematica to extract new coefficients C ij for the compound basis integrals. The final amplitude is then
where C ij is the coefficient of B i B j in the original amplitude A. We convert these coefficients into C ++ format, and generate numerical routines for evaluating both them and the relevant basis integrals. This automated framework is fully generic, allowing numerical routines to be generated for two-loop diagrams in almost any FeynArts model file. The only limitations are computational: problems involving over ∼1000 diagrams require long runtimes to generate the amplitudes, and produce large amounts of generated code. Other features include:
• automatic determination of one-loop counter-term couplings for two-point diagrams (using the oneloop self-energies),
• optimisation of the evaluation of the two-loop basis integrals, by automatically determining which integrals can be evaluated in symmetry groups, and
• flexibility and reusability of precomputed amplitudes (by separating the symbolic calculations from the final code generation).
We intend to make an open-source release of the full package in the near future.
In this paper, we use FeynCalc 9.2.0 [26, 27] and FeynArts 3.9 [25] to obtain symbolic amplitudes, and reduce them to basis integrals with FIRE 5 [29] (via FeynHelpers 1.0.0 [30] ) and TARCER 2.0 [28] . We evaluate the basis integrals using TSIL 1.41 [31] and analytical forms from the literature [52] .
B. Check for divergence free-result
It is important to confirm that the pole masses are free of non-physical divergences. Ultra-violet (UV) divergences can be regulated using dimensional regularisation by computing in D = 4 − 2 dimensions and using modified minimal subtraction. Using the generated symbolic amplitudes and our numerical implementation, we have confirmed that the individual pole masses are free from any poles in when the appropriate counter-terms are included.
Infra-red divergences arise from the zero mass of the photon. To regulate these divergences, we retain an explicit mass m γ for the photon throughout the calculation, and take the limit m γ → 0 in the evaluation. IRdivergent diagrams exist at two-loop order, but their divergences are cancelled by the derivative of the one-loop self-energies in the two-loop expansion of the pole mass (Eq. 10). The proof of this cancellation is given in Ref. [7] for the wino model. The analogous result holds identically for the MDM quintuplet, so we do not repeat the details here.
We also encounter 'fictitious' IR divergences in our numerical implementation. These can arise from including a finite photon mass when attempting to evaluate non-IR divergent diagrams. We nonetheless include this mass for all diagrams, as in some cases, taking a zero photon mass before the tensor integral reduction causes the tensor integrals to reduce to basis integrals that are not available in current mathematical libraries. Using a regulator mass enables the reduction to proceed further, giving a result in terms of known basis integrals. The price to pay for this convenience is an apparent IR singularity in the result: the amplitude picks up O(1/m 2 γ ) terms. However, the sum of the coefficients of these terms is numerically equivalent to zero for every diagram (i.e. to within a small factor of the floating-point machine accuracy times the largest individual coefficient). We therefore always see numerically that these terms cancel, even if the integral reduction fails to cancel them symbolically. We take care in our evaluation step to explicitly check for the numerical cancellation, and to then remove the terms before taking the limit m γ → 0, as the latter would otherwise cause numerical cancellation errors between the O(1/m 2 γ ) terms to blow up and dominate the result.
Also, because the basis integral T (x, y, z) is not defined for small x, in the limit of m γ → 0 we make the replacement T (x, y, z) ≡T (x, y, z)−B(y, z) log(x/Q 2 ) [31] , where B is another basis integral. This will cancel with other terms in the amplitude of the form A(x)B(y, z) = x log(x/Q 2 ) − 1 B(y, z), and becauseT (0, y, z) is finite, will give a total that is IR safe.
C. Spectrum calculation
We use FlexibleSUSY1.7.4 [53] [44, 45] to create a spectrum generator, based on output from SARAH 4.8.0 [40] [41] [42] [43] . This provides two-loop RGEs, one-loop threshold and tadpole corrections and one-loop self energies for all fields. Because the spectrum generator requires a treelevel parameter prior to computing the loop-corrected EWSB conditions, the Higgs pole mass is an output rather than an input parameter. Thus we also employ a simple iterative procedure to determine the correct input value for the Lagrangian Higgs mass parameter µ, such that the observed Higgs pole mass is produced.
From the computed spectrum we extract the M S masses for the gauge bosons, Higgs and quarks at a common scale Q. We also extract the running electroweak gauge couplings at Q and use them to compute the value of α EM (Q) from the relation
.
From these parameters we compute the Weinberg angle θ W = arccos(m W /m Z ) and the Higgs vacuum expecta-
This preserves the required tree-level relations that are necessary to retain the proper cancellations between parts of the self-energies of the charged and neutral multiplet components.
It is important to consider threshold corrections when matching the SM to the wino or MDM model at two loops. These corrections include the determination of M S masses consistent with a specified physical pole mass (particularly important for the W and Z bosons), and matching the M S gauge couplings in the SM to the model containing additional fermions. The relevant threshold correction for the electroweak coupling is
where X = 2 for the wino model and X = 10 for the MDM quintuplet. FlexibleSUSY applies this correction and does the mass matching, iteratively, at Q = m Z .
For the one-loop calculation, we do not need to apply threshold corrections, as they are of the next loop order. If these corrections are applied, then important cancellations do not occur between the threshold corrections and the self-energies, resulting in a spurious logarithmic increase or decrease in the mass splitting. When calculating one-loop mass splittings, we therefore use pole masses in place of the M S masses, and neglect the threshold corrections to the gauge couplings. This is consistent with the method of Ref. [7] .
IV. RESULTS
A. The wino limit of the MSSM
As electroweak mass splittings have already been studied at the two-loop level in the wino limit of the MSSM [7, 54] , we are able to compare our results to the previous ones, and in the process demonstrate the impacts of the improvements that we have made in this paper. This also serves as a validation of the consistency of our method, in particular the use of a full spectrum generator, before applying our method to the MDM quintuplet.
In Figure 4 we compare our two-loop results for the mass splitting ∆M ≡ M + pole − M 0 pole to the one given by the polynomial fit in Eq. (17) of Ref. [7] . For consistency, we use the same top pole mass m t = 173.2 GeV [55] and strong coupling α(m Z ) = 0.1184 as in Ref. [7] . We compare with both one and two-loop RGEs, and with both finite and zero masses for the light quarks. The authors of Ref. [7] state that their polynomial fit gives less than a 0.02% deviation from the true value over the mass range 100−4000 GeV, so we expect to be able to achieve a result close to this when comparing with our calculation. We see that our equivalent result (one-loop RGEs, zero light quark masses) is in good agreement with theirs, with the deviation clearly the result of ringing from the polynomial fit rather than an inconsistency between the methods used. This ringing is worst at large masses, where we expect the mass splitting to be constant; the polynomial fit fails to properly represent this behaviour. Over the whole mass range we have no more than a 0.05% deviation from this previous calculation. The impact of the light quark masses is to increase the mass difference by about 0.03-0.04% across the whole mass range.
The consistency of our result with that of Ref. [7] 
This is in very close agreement with Eq. (17) of Ref. [7] . In Figure 5 we present the two-loop mass splitting in the wino model using the parameters in Table I , two-loop RGEs and non-zero light quark masses. The dark green and red uncertainty bands are given by the maximum and minimum ∆M possible for values of Q between m t /2 and 2m t . For the two-loop mass splitting, at values ofM m t the minimum splitting occurs at Q = m t /2, whereas forM 2m t the minimum occurs at Q = 2m t . For intermediate valuesM ∼ m t , around the point where the crossover occurs, we find that the extrema occur at values of Q inside the chosen range. As a result, although the uncertainty band appears by eye to become very narrow, it does in fact maintain a non-zero width. At even lower multiplet masses than shown here (M 100 GeV), the two-loop uncertainty from scale variation on the mass splitting is comparable to, and eventually becomes larger than, the equivalent one-loop uncertainty; this is due to the additional electroweak-scale logs introduced at the two-loop level, and their tendency to blow up asM drops significantly below m t .
The light green uncertainty band is the naive estimate [7] of the missing two-loop contribution expected from loops involving the top quark:
As we can see in Figure 5 , this estimate does indeed give a reasonable rough estimate of the uncertainty on the one-loop result.
In Table II we present a detailed analysis of the uncertainties entering into this calculation. As there are several uncorrelated uncertainties to include, we simply consider the effect of each individually. The effect of including light quark masses is a +0.0532 MeV change in the mass splitting, resulting in a 0.180% decrease in the lifetime. The parameter with the largest effect on the mass splitting is the renormalisation scale. Although this uncertainty is greatly reduced at the two-loop level (as seen in Figure 5 ), it is still the dominant contribution. We find that the uncertainties on the top mass and electromagnetic coupling also induce an O(0.1) MeV uncertainty in the mass splitting. All other parameters have negligible impacts on the mass splitting. Although including the light quarks does slightly increase ∆M , the uncertainties on these masses have almost no impact on the result. Finally, we note that the strong coupling even has some influence, which is entirely indirect through the calculation of the spectrum, as this coupling is not directly involved in the wino mass calculation.
In the right panel of Figure 5 we present the decay lifetime of the charged component in units of mm/c, as a function of the degenerate massM . The charged component decays as χ + → Xχ 0 , which is dominated by channels where X is either a pion, an electron+neutrino or muon+neutrino pair.
The decay width for the pion channel in an electroweak multiplet with total weak isospin j, with eigenstates χ I (17) of Ref. [7] , and the grey region in the lower panel is the stated deviation of this fit from the actual result. The solid lines indicate our result with one and two-loop RGEs in blue and red respectively, with all light quark masses taken to be zero. The red and blue dashed lines in the lower panel correspond again to one and two-loop RGEs respectively, but with all light quark masses included.
where I ∈ {−j, −j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j}, is given by [56] 
where T + = j(j + 1) − I(I + 1), f π = 130.2 ± 1.7 MeV, |V ud | = 0.97417 ± 0.00021 [48, 57] and m π is the pion mass. T 2 + is equivalent to (n 2 − 1)/4 for I = 0, for a representation of dimension n, as given in Ref. [9] , however for the MDM case we will need this more general expression. For wino dark matter we have j = 1 and I = 0 to give Γ(χ + → χ 0 π + ). For ∆M ≈ 170 MeV > m π the pion decay is the dominant channel, with a 97.7% branching fraction [9] . The other kinematically-allowed channels are the electronneutrino and muon-neutrino ones, which have widths
and Γ Figure 5 is where ∆M > m π and the pion channel opens, and the smaller step is due to the muon channel opening. These can be seen clearly as branching fractions in Figure 6 . The most phenomenologically interesting mass range for pure wino-like neutralino dark matter isM ∼ 3 TeV, as this would give the correct dark matter relic abundance [3, 4] . For this value and assuming Q = m t , the two-loop mass splitting is 164.5 MeV, compared to the one-loop value of 167.5 MeV. This difference in mass splitting represents a 9.7 % increase in the decay lifetime of the chargino when going from the one-loop to the two-loop calculation. For other masses, this ratio can be larger, depending on the dominant decay channel. For example, for a wino of 70 GeV mass, the one and two-loop mass splittings are 142.3 MeV and 145.5 MeV respectively, with a increase in the lifetime of 40.1%. Thus, although the difference in the mass splittings is approximately the same (∼3 MeV), as we can see in Figure 6 , this mass value is exactly where the pion channel opens up, so the effect on the lifetime in this range is far more significant.
We now offer an updated fit, using the latest values in Table I , two-loop RGEs and non-zero light quark masses, at one loop. In this section we present the first analysis of these mass splittings at the two-loop level and the subsequent decay lifetimes of the charged components.
In Section IV C we discuss the differences between the charged/neutral component mass splitting in the MDM and wino models. In Figure 7 we present the two-loop mass splittings between the neutral and charged (left panel ) and the neutral and doubly-charged (right panel ) components. The dominant uncertainty, resulting from the choice of renormalisation scale, is indicated by the dark shaded regions at one loop (dark green) and two loops (red ), where Q has been varied continuously between m t /2 and 2m t . Once again we see a significant reduction in the uncertainty at the two-loop level, at least for moderate and large multiplet masses; at lower multiplet masses (M 100 GeV), the two-loop uncertainty grows due to the additional electroweak-scale logs introduced at the two-loop level, just as in the triplet case. The light-green band is the naive estimate of the missing two-loop contribution, where we use Eq. (15) for ∆M + , and multiply this by a factor of four for ∆M ++ , based on the generic charge-dependent pre-factors for one-loop electroweak mass splitting in Eq. (4) of Ref. [54] .
In Table II , we also give a detailed presentation of the uncertainties entering into the two-loop calculation in the MDM model. Again, we consider the effect of each uncertainty individually. As in the wino case, the parameter with the largest effect on the mass splitting is the renormalisation scale, but its effect is greatly reduced by going to two loops (Figure 7) . The top mass and electromagnetic coupling are again responsible for an O(0.1) MeV uncertainty in the mass splittings. All other parameters have negligible impacts on the splittings. Including the masses of light quarks results in a +0.0125 MeV change in
∆M
+ and a 0.0499 MeV change in ∆M ++ , which translate into 0.0432% and 0.0258% reductions in the respective lifetimes of the charged and doubly-charged states. As with the triplet, although finite light quark masses affect ∆M , the uncertainties on those masses have little impact -and the strong coupling has some influence via the calculation of the spectrum (on the order of 0.01%).
In Figure 8 we plot the decay lifetimes of the charged and doubly-charged components. The lifetime of the charged component can be computed using Eqs. (17) and (16) with j = 2 and I = 0; the calculation is the same for the doubly-charged component, but with I = 1 instead. The doubly-charged component has an additional decay channel via the process χ ++ → χ + K + , where K + is a kaon. We take the partial decay width to the kaon channel to be
where f K + = 155.6 ± 0.4 MeV, |V us | = 0.2248 ± 0.0006 [48, 57] and m K + is the kaon mass. The most phenomenologically interesting mass range for MDM isM ∼ 9.6 TeV, as this would give the correct dark matter relic abundance [11] . For this value the two-loop mass splittings are ∆M + = 163.6 MeV and ∆M ++ = 654.3 MeV, which can be compared with the one-loop values of 168.3 MeV and 673.4 MeV respectively, for a choice of Q = m t . This difference in mass splitting represents a 15.5% change in the decay lifetime of the charged component when going from the one-loop to the two-loop calculation, and a 9.78% change in the decay lifetime of the doubly-charged component. Like in the wino model, this ratio will be larger at different mass values, depending on the dominant decay channel. One important new feature in this calculation is the opening up of the kaon channel, which we indicate with the orange line in the right panel of Figure 9 .
These two-loop mass splitting results can be reproduced using the following fitting formulae. For ∆M (+) , we have 
C. Differences between triplet and quintuplet models
The two-loop loop mass splitting between the charged and neutral multiplet component is not identical in the triplet and quintuplet models. At the one-loop level this mass splitting is the same in both representations, yet when we go to the next loop order there are subtle differences. In this section we discuss these differences and determine which diagrams are responsible.
In the MDM model, for multiplet masses 1 TeV we see a decrease in the two-loop mass splitting. In the two-loop wino result, and in the one-loop case for both models, we see a constant mass splitting in the limit of largeM . In the one-loop case, this can be seen directly from the difference of the one-loop self energies (given in Appendix A), and the fact that we do not apply threshold corrections (as they are technically of higher loop order). If we were to include threshold corrections to the oneloop result, we would see a similar decrease in the mass splitting for largeM , as we would be introducing extra logarithmic terms with nothing to cancel them.
In the wino model the constant mass splitting at largê M is the result of a cancellation between these threshold corrections and one specific set of diagrams. These are specifically the corrections to the gauge boson propagators coming from the new multiplet fermions. The diagrams that contribute to the gauge boson propagators are are all those in Figure 2 and the first counterterm diagram in Figure 3 . Ref. [54] asserts that this cancellation occurs exactly for all SU(2) multiplets, and therefore goes on to ignore threshold corrections and the influence of the multiplet fermions on the gauge boson propagator. Our calculations show that this cancellation does indeed occur for the triplet, but that the resulting logs do not perfectly cancel in the quintuplet case. The fact that the mass splitting is almost flat in the largeM limit indicates that most of the logs have cancelled (as e.g. neglecting threshold corrections results in a clear logarithmic increase in the splitting with increasingM ) -but some small residual term of the form − log(M /Q) remains.
To illustrate this point, we can construct a partial twoloop mass-splitting calculation with the terms responsible for the residual logs excluded. First, we construct two-loop amplitudes by neglecting threshold corrections and excluding all contributions to the gauge boson selfenergy, i.e. all diagrams in Figure 2 and the first in Figure 3 . In Figure 10 , we plot the resulting partial twoloop mass splittings in each model as 'Partial Two-loop no Π V V ', along with the one-loop results. We see that the results are indeed identical at largeM . We can also see that this incomplete subset of diagrams misses some important cancellations of scale-dependent logarithmic terms, as the uncertainty from scale dependence in the resulting two-loop splitting is much larger in the partial two-loop amplitude compared to the full two-loop result.
To investigate further, we next exclude only those diagrams where the multiplet fermions contribute to the gauge boson propagator, i.e. the versions of the second diagram in Figure 2 with a χ fermion in the upper loop. Continuing to neglect threshold corrections, we then recompute the corresponding counter-term (the first in Figure 3) with the same contributions removed from the gauge boson propagator, and recompute the mass splitting. We refer to this extended partial amplitude as 'Partial Two-loop no Π V V,χ ' in Figure 10 . The splitting is still flat at largeM in both models, albeit with a larger scale dependence in the MDM model due to the contributions of a large number of additional diagrams (relative to the wino model) in Fig. 2 with χ ±± in the lower internal propagator. The flatness of the extended partial two-loop result at largeM shows that the uncanceled logarithms in the full quintuplet calculation specifically arise from the failure of the threshold corrections to fully cancel the logs from the contribution of the multiplet fermions to the gauge boson self-energies. Unlike light quark masses, which increase the mass splitting ( Figure 100 4), the addition of multiplet fermions reduces the splitting, as the two types of fermions enter into the gauge boson self energies with opposite signs. The fact that the mass splitting ultimately turns down in the MDM quintuplet therefore indicates that the impacts of the multiplet fermions on the gauge boson self-energies dominate over the threshold corrections in this model. That the logarithms do not fully cancel in the quintuplet model suggests that they will also not completely cancel for higher-dimensional representations of SU(2).
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a two-loop calculation of mass splitting in electroweak multiplets, in the wino limit of the MSSM and in the MDM fermionic quintuplet model. In the wino model, we showed that our calculation is in agreement with the previous two-loop calculation. We improved on the previous calculation by using two-loop RGEs and including finite masses for light quarks.
We also presented the first complete two-loop calculation of the splitting in the MDM quintuplet model, showing that it is not constant in the limit of large multiplet masses. This is contrary to the triplet case, and the naive expectation from the one-loop result. This result comes from the influence of the additional heavy fermions on the gauge boson self energies, and subsequently the two-loop self energies of the multiplet. As the mass of the multiplet increases, so does its effect on the mass splitting through these diagrams.
The two-loop corrections that we present here are phenomenologically relevant, resulting in a ∼10% change in the lifetime of the charged components in both models. This is in agreement with previous calculations for wino dark matter [7] . It is similarly important to include the two-loop radiative corrections presented here when considering disappearing track searches for MDM. expressed in the form described in Sec. III A, as coefficients of basis integrals, is available on request and will be made public as part of a future code release.
One-loop self energies for the multiplet components are presented in Sections A 1 a and A 1 b for the wino limit of the MSSM, and Sections A 2 a, A 2 b and A 2 c for the MDM model. Counter-term couplings for the new two and three-point vertices are provided in Sections A 1 d and A 2 e for the wino and MDM models, respectively.
To compute the two-loop amplitudes in the left-most diagram of Figure 3 , we need to determine the counter-term couplings for the gauge boson propagators. This is achieved by computing the one-loop gauge boson self energies and setting the counter-term couplings such that the UV divergences cancel. In both the wino limit of the MSSM and MDM, the self energies of the electroweak gauge bosons are given by the SM contribution plus an additional one or two diagrams from the new multiplet. Let the self energy of the gauge bosons be
where V i ∈ {W, Z, γ}, Π V V,SM is the SM contribution,m V is the boson mass when V 1 = V 2 or zero otherwise and δ Z,V1V2 , δ M,V1V2 are counter-term couplings. The SM part, Π V V,SM , which consists of the contributions from other gauge bosons, fermions, ghosts and Goldstone bosons can be found in multiple sources (see for example Refs. [7, 52, 54] ), so we do not reproduce them here. The contributions to the gauge boson self energies from the new multiplet components are presented in Sections A 1 c and A 2 d, respectively, for the wino and MDM models. We also provide the full counter-term couplings, including the SM contributions, for the gauge bosons in Sections A 1 d and A 2 e. For one-loop self energies we need only two basis integrals, or Passarino-Veltman (PV) [58, 59] functions. These integrals are defined as
where we use d = 4 − 2 . The complex solutions to these integrals can be expressed analytically; see Ref. [52] for more details. 
Branching fractions in the MDM model for the χ + → Xχ 0 (left) and χ ++ → Xχ + (right) processes, where X ∈ {e + νe, µ + νµ, π + , K + }. The solid lines are the branching fractions using the two-loop mass splitting and dotted lines are the results using the one-loop result, both evaluated at Q = mt = 173.34 GeV. . The partial two-loop mass splitting is computed using self energies constructed from diagrams in Figure 1 and all except the left-most diagram in Figure 3 , that is, all two-loop diagrams except those that include a correction to a gauge boson propagator. The extended partial two-loop mass splitting is calculated with all two-loop diagrams except those that include a correction to a gauge boson propagator by χ fermions. The coloured bands are determined by varying Q continuously between mt/2 and 2mt. For these calculations, we neglect threshold corrections and all running of parameters.
Throughout this appendix, the separation of fermion self energies into the form Σ(p 2 ) = Σ K (p 2 ) / p + Σ M (p 2 ) is manifest in the form of the coefficients. All self energies are in the Feynman-'t Hooft (ξ = 1) gauge and we define κ ≡ 1/(16π 2 ). 
with coefficients 
where the coefficients are given by 
where Π is as given in Eq. A22.
e. Counter-term couplings
The counter-terms δ χ,Z and δ χ,M are given by
Additional counter-terms for the gauge-multiplet three-point vertices are required to control divergences in the two-loop self energies. They are 
We determine these terms by demanding that the two-loop self energy be free of UV divergences (i.e. free of any poles in or 2 ).
